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Exercise Sheet 12: Application Programming 2 
(18 points) 

(due by Thursday, January 30, 2014) 

Please note: You need 50% of all exercise points to receive the Studienleistung. Solutions have to be 
turned in on paper until Thursday before the lecture either in the lecture hall or into our 
mailbox (Informatikzentrum 2nd floor). Please write your matriculation numbers and your tutorial group 
number on your solutions! You may answer in German or English. You need to pass both the 
exercises and the exam for the RDB 1 module! Unless otherwise specified: Always use your own 
words! 

Exercise 0 – Setup (0 points) 
This week’s exercise concludes with a programming exercise in Java. So in order to complete this 
exercise, you will need the Java JDK installed on your computer. I presume you all have at least some 
experience in java programming from the courses Programmieren I+II. 

Optionally: You will work with SQL using the JDBC API. However, if you like to test your SQL statements 
using a graphical user interface, I recommend you to install an SQL client. Handout 3 of this year’s SQL Lab 
gives a short introduction to the SQL client SQirreL. 

The first three exercises can be solved without a database client or Java (but you could of course use 
a database to check your syntax). Please hand in Exercise 1, Exercise 2, and Exercise 3 on 
paper! 

In Exercise 4 you need to write Java code. Please send all .java-files and used .jar-files from 
Exercise 4 to your tutor by email! 

Exercise 1 – SQL DDL (7 points) 
Your task is to build a database that stores information about movies. Start with this incomplete 
database schema: 

Movie(imdb_id:  integer  PRIMARY  KEY  NOT  NULL,  title,  rating,  plot_summary,  year)  
Genre(title)  
MovieHasGenre(movie,  genre)  
Person(firstname,  lastname,  birthdate)  
Director(movie,  person  →  Person,  credited:  boolean)  
Actor(movie,  person,  role:  string)  
Writer(movie,  person,  part:  string)  

In order to transform this database schema into database tables, do the following tasks: 

1) Add missing domains, PRIMARY KEYs, FOREIGN KEYs, and constraints. You may also need to 
add additional attributes to the schemas. Please do not remove attributes from the schemas. 

2) Provide all SQL CREATE TABLE statements necessary to transform your modified schema 
from a) into database tables. 
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Please provide the following information on paper to complete this exercise and get the points: 

• The adjusted database schema. 
• All SQL CREATE TABLE statements. 

Note: You do not have to use a database to complete the tasks (but you are invited to do so!). Only the 
provided adjusted database schema and the SQL CREATE TABLE statements will be scored, not the 
existing tables in the DB2 database! 

Exercise 2 – SQL DML (5 points) 
Based on the database schema build from your CREATE TABLE statements from Exercise 1 b): 
Insert data into your database using SQL INSERT statements. Use your web browser to visit the 
following links to imdb entries and (manually) collect data for your database: 

X-Men: http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0120903/ 
Fantastic Four: http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0120667/ 
Iron Man: http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0371746/ 
Thor: http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0800369/ 
The Avengers: http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0848228/ 

Complete the following tasks to add all necessary information to your database: 

1) For each movie (each website is a movie)… 
i. …get all genres. 
ii. …get all directors. 
iii. …get all writers. 
iv. …get at least the first ten actors (in the order they appear on the imdb page). 

2) Provide all SQL INSERT statements necessary to insert all information from a) into your 
database. 

Please provide the following information on paper to complete this exercise and get the points: 

• All SQL INSERT statements. 

Note: You do not have to use a database to complete the tasks (but you are invited to do so!). Only the 
provided SQL INSERT statements will be scored, not the existing entries in the DB2 database! 

Exercise 3 – SQL Queries (6 points) 
Based on the database schema build from your CREATE TABLE statements from Exercise 1 b), 
provide SQL CREATE VIEW statements for the following tasks: 

a) Create the view actors_with_privacy containing the first and last names of all actors but not their 
birthdates. (1 point) 

b) Create the view featured_movies containing all movies the actor Robert Downey Jr. has participated 
in. (1 points) 

c) Create a view writer_and_director containing all persons that were writer and director for the 
same movie, as well as the movie title. (2 points) 
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d) Create a view best_director_oscar_canidates containing all directors of all movies with a rating 
greater than 7.5 as well as the rated movie. (2 points) 

Please provide the following information on paper to complete this exercise and get the points: 

• All SQL CREATE VIEW statements. 

Note: You do not have to use a database to complete the tasks (but you are invited to do so!). Only the 
provided SQL CREATE VIEW statements will be scored, not the existing views in the DB2 database! 

Exercise 4 – Application Programming (18 points) 
This last exercise of the lecture finalizes the topic of relational databases by looking at the concrete 
use of databases in applications. Your task is to write a short Java program. The DB2 error messages 
are a bit odd. Refer to the following stackoverflow article to get human readable error messages: 
http://stackoverflow.com/questions/1470731/how-to-make-jdbc-sqlexceptions-for-db2-more-
descriptive. You might not be able to finish this exercise using only the contents from the lecture. If 
that is the case feel free to consult tutorials or other sources on the web. 

Please send the .java-files of this exercise to your tutor by email. 

a) Download the JDBC driver from the following URL: 
http://www.ifis.cs.tu-bs.de/sites/default/lecturesMats/ws0809_sqlp/db2jcc4.jar. 
Then, write a getConnection() method, that returns a java Connection. The method 
should connect to our DB2 database at  
jdbc:db2://is54.idb.cs.tu-bs.de:50000/DBLAB 
using your login credentials provided by your tutor. If you did not already receive a username 
and a password, please contact your tutor and ask him/her to send you your login details. 
(4 points) 

b) Write the program CreateDatabaseSchema that executes all CREATE TABLE statements 
from Exercise 1 to build the database. (1 points) 
Note: Use the getConnection() method from a) to establish a database connection. 

c) Write the program DropDatabaseSchema that removes all database tables. (1 point) 
Note: Use the getConnection() method from a) to establish a database connection. 

d) Write the program FillDatabase that inserts all data you collected in Exercise 2 into the 
database. (1 points) 
Note: Use the getConnection() method from a) to establish a database connection. 

e) Write the program EmptyDatabase that deletes all database content. (1 points) 
Note: Use the getConnection() method from a) to establish a database connection. 

f) Write the program AllActorNames that prints a list of all actors from the actors_with_privacy 
view to the console. (2 points) 
Note: Use the getConnection() method from a) to establish a database connection. 

g) Write the program MoviesWithActor that takes the name of an actor as input and prints a 
list of all movies with this actor to the console. Use a prepared statement to prevent SQL 
injection attacks. (4 points) 
Note: Use the getConnection() method from a) to establish a database connection. 
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h) Write the program IsNominated that takes the name of a director as input and prints to the 
console, whether the director has been nominated for an oscar or not (his name can/cannot be 
found in the best_director_oscar_canidates view). Use a prepared statement to prevent SQL 
injection attacks. (4 points) 
Note: Use the getConnection() method from a) to establish a database connection. 


